RECIPE4LIVING.COM DEBUTS NEW CASSEROLE COOKIN’ NEWSLETTER

CHICAGO, January 31, 2012, Emilie Yount, Editor --- Recipe4Living.com has added an exciting fresh
newsletter to their roundup of existing recipe newsletters with the biweekly publication Casserole
Cookin’.
Casserole Cookin’ is the latest newsletter that joins Daily Recipes, Quick & Easy, Party Recipes, Budget
Cooking and more. Each newsletter focuses on a popular casserole recipe collection or standout dish,
and Casserole Cookin’ helps cooks create easy dishes that the whole family will ask for again and again.
Casserole Cookin’ is a biweekly newsletter that includes some of the easiest casserole recipes you will
ever find, from one-dish cheesy chicken collections to the perfect breakfast casserole to welcome the
day with. Whether you are looking for an easy meal for the entire family after a long day at school and
work or a weekend dish to impress the neighbors or the in-laws, Recipe4Living has a wide range of
classic and contemporary recipes that will save you the time, money and energy that creating a typical
entrée would take.
"Our readers have been enjoying our casserole recipes for years,” says Hillary Marshak, Director of
Content Development. “We are glad that we can now provide a specialized newsletter that hones in on
the ease and convenience of the casserole cooking experience.”
Casserole Cookin’ includes a highlighted recipe or collection, the perfect side dish to accompany the
main feature and a well-tested tip to give your dish personal panache. In addition to the main feature,
there are additional casserole recipes to choose from so that you are never at a loss for variety. You will
be able to find the perfect dish for your family or friends every time, whether it’s a classic chicken and
cheese casserole, fantastic green bean side dish or even a take on a classic Cordon Bleu.
"Our casserole recipes are perfect for any cook that wants new, exciting dinner ideas but doesn’t have a
ton of time to dedicate to making dinner,” Marshak says. “We want to provide busy cooks with a variety
of choices, from easy appetizers and main courses to appealing side dishes and desserts.”

To sign up for our new Casserole Cookin’ newsletter, please click on the following link:
http://ow.ly/8OHC5.
In addition to all the casserole recipes, Recipe4Living includes links to the wide variety of recipe
collections from the site and a blog post from the successful daily blog ‘Chew on That’, which includes
food news, recipes, tips and ways to make food more fun!
Foodie fans can Follow Recipe4Living on Twitter and ‘Like’ Recipe4Living on Facebook.

About Recipe4Living.com
Recipe4Living is dedicated to fostering an online community interested in cooking, thinking, and living.
Through reader feedback and contribution, we strive to create a meaningful space for people to come
together and communicate about important topics ranging from the best cheesecake recipe to grilling
tips to current trends in dieting. Recipe4Living understands that the best ideas come from a diverse
community working together.
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